Introduction {#sec1-2331216518768954}
============

With worldwide increasing life expectancy and (age-related) hearing disorders, a steadily increasing demand for high-performance hearing aids (HA) with effective algorithms that improve the everyday communication will occur. To make the development of HA algorithms more efficient and to improve the prescription of a certain HA processing scheme to the individual hearing-impaired (HI) user, valid and reliable objective methods for the prediction of the individual benefit are highly desirable. The current article therefore proposes and evaluates a new method for pursuing this task by extending the recently proposed framework for auditory discrimination experiment (FADE) prediction ([@bibr35-2331216518768954]) applied to the individual aided speech-in-noise recognition performance with and without a given HA algorithm in realistic binaural listening conditions. This extension includes the simulation of the respective HA processing for the individual user, an approximate simulation of the effect of the individual hearing loss (HL), and an approximation of the binaural hearing performance by considering the better ear listening effect.

Many signal processing schemes have been proposed with the aim of improving speech recognition in noisy environments, with the most promising ones using multiple microphone input signals (as opposed to single-channel, monaural processing schemes, see [@bibr28-2331216518768954] for a review). Because all HA algorithms operate best under certain assumptions about the desired target signal and undesired interfering sound components, the real-life performance of these algorithms with arbitrary acoustic situations is hard to predict, especially for real users with impaired hearing. To assess the utility of a hearing device, comprehensive performance tests have to be carried out in a variety of acoustical situations and a variety of individual users with a hearing impairment both in aided and unaided conditions. This makes the determination of the optimum HA processing and, even more so, the development of new and more effective hearing devices, very time and effort consuming. Consequently, suitable and accurate models of the binaural speech recognition for listeners with impaired hearing that are applicable to unaided and aided realistic conditions are desired to make the development-evaluation cycle of HA algorithms more efficient.

As outlined in more detail in [Table 1](#table1-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"}, numerous models that can be used to predict the performance of human listeners in speech recognition tests in noise consider *either* the effect of hearing impairment *or* (nonlinear) signal preprocessing (e.g., by HAs). Fewer approaches were proposed which consider a combination of, and hence, the interplay between *both*. Many models were not designed to be used with fluctuating noise maskers, which are prevalent in many realistic communication environments. Finally, only few models can work natively on binaural signals. Table 1.Classification of Models That Can Be Used to Predict the Speech Recognition Performance in Noise of Human Listeners.ModelAuthors(hearing impairment)(aided hearing)(fluctuating interferer)(binaural hearing)(intrusive classification)(reference- based)HIHAFBIRPEMO + DTW 1[@bibr18-2331216518768954]xx--------PEMO[@bibr19-2331216518768954]x--x--1xSII[@bibr1-2331216518768954] (1997)x------1xSTI[@bibr20-2331216518768954]--------1xCSII[@bibr25-2331216518768954]xx----2xGlimpsing[@bibr7-2331216518768954]----x--1xHMM[@bibr40-2331216518768954]x--x--1xPEMO + DTW 2[@bibr24-2331216518768954]xx----2--ESII[@bibr32-2331216518768954]x--x--1xBSIM (revised)[@bibr3-2331216518768954]x--xx1xSTOI[@bibr43-2331216518768954]--x----2xmr-sEPSM[@bibr23-2331216518768954]----x--1xSRMR[@bibr10-2331216518768954]xx------xHASPI[@bibr26-2331216518768954]xx----2xESTOI[@bibr22-2331216518768954]--xx--2xmr-GPSM[@bibr4-2331216518768954]--xx--2xOriginal FADE[@bibr34-2331216518768954]--xx------FADECurrentxxxx----[^1][^2]

In addition to possible use cases, models can be characterized by their assumptions and the underlying a priori information entering the prediction of speech reception thresholds (SRTs) that are quite diverse and can limit their applicability. Two distinct categories of assumptions can be identified that have far-reaching implications: *Superhuman a priori knowledge of various degrees*, such as access to separated speech or noise signals in any other way than it would be required to perform the speech test, that is, to generate mixed signals with a defined signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Such a priori knowledge could include, for example, frozen signal parts, ideal binary masks, or calculation of time/frequency-dependent SNRs. We will refer to this category as models with intrusive classification.*Outcome calibration using an empirical reference to predict the outcome of a speech recognition test*, which generally means that empirical speech recognition data are used to set parameters of the model. This is accompanied by the assumption that the model correctly reflects desired properties of the real world in the reference condition because the prediction in the reference condition is by definition "correct." We will refer to this category as (empirical) reference-based models.

Here, we define single-ended classification as nonintrusive and double-ended classification as intrusive, in close analogy to the case of empirical measurements of SRTs. *Classification* in this context refers to the decision for the recognized items, for example, words, or any mapping to a scale in the evaluation of the recognized items, for example, word recognition rates. By this definition, measurements of empirical SRTs are nonintrusive, even if the listeners heard the clean sentences before performing the speech recognition test. [Figure 1](#fig1-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the definition with some examples. Hence, the best example for nonintrusive classification is the measurement of SRTs with human listeners. To perform the speech test, separate speech and noise signals are required to mix them at a desired SNR and optionally process them with some arbitrary algorithm *before* presenting the mixed and processed signal to the listener. During measurements of SRTs, listeners have access *only* to the mixed *and* processed signals. Prior to the measurements with the matrix sentence test, a few training lists usually allow the listeners to adapt to the speech material; and even clean speech material might be presented. The *measurement itself* is intrusive because the separate signals are required to perform it, but *the classification* (here the human listener) is not because she or he does not rely on signals prior to mixing and processing to solve the speech recognition task, for example, by listening to the clean speech or noise signal on one ear. An example for a possibly nonintrusive *measurement* of an SRT with human listeners would be to ask them to estimate the SRT. Figure 1.Characterization and examples for intrusive and nonintrusive classification. Here, this property describes the dependency of the classifier, that is, detector, on signals that are typically not available to human listeners during a speech recognition test. From this perspective, nonintrusive means that the classification is single-ended, that is, the classification is performed on mixed and processed data, while intrusive means that the classification is double-ended, that is, it requires additional signals. By this definition, the measurement of SRTs with human subjects is nonintrusive. Intrusive classification can require additional assumptions about the signal processing (Intrusive (1)), for example, by estimating the speech and noise portions of the signal ([@bibr17-2331216518768954]), or just use the signal processing but take the clean speech or noise signal as further inputs (Intrusive (2)).SRMR = speech-to-reverberation modulation energy ratio; STOI = Short-Time Objective Intelligibility; HASPI = Hearing-Aid Speech Perception Index.

Models with intrusive classification solve a different task than the human listeners, as they have access to more information about the solution. Please note, however, that access to the separate signals does not reveal the empirical SRT. In other words, knowing the exact testing conditions is different information than knowing the empirical outcome of the corresponding test when it is performed with human listeners.

The category of models with intrusive classification can be subdivided into those models that require (parts of) the separate signals (1) after or (2) before a potential nonlinear signal processing (e.g., compression, clipping, or frequency shifts by HAs). The first subdivision allows for a combination with arbitrary signal processing algorithms, for example, to predict the benefit of HAs, while the second subdivision does not directly provide this option because adding signal and noise and the nonlinear processing is generally not permutative. A couple of modeling approaches that can be used to predict the speech recognition performance in noise of human listeners are presented in [Table 1](#table1-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"} together with the corresponding classification whether they were designed to take hearing-impairment into account (HI),they can be used with nonlinear hearing-aid algorithms (HA),they were designed to be used with fluctuating noise maskers (F),they can be used in binaural conditions (B),they use intrusive classification (I),or reference-based (R).

Please note that [Table 1](#table1-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"} attempts a coarse technical classification of existing modeling approaches, reflecting the necessary requirements for aided predictions in realistic binaural listening conditions and contains by no means statements about the extensibility nor prediction accuracy for any particular model or task.

The overview in [Table 1](#table1-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"} reveals that many models are designed for rather specific use cases, and no approach fulfilled all the technical requirements for aided predictions in realistic binaural listening conditions. SNR-based models, such as the Speech Transmission Index ([@bibr20-2331216518768954]; [@bibr41-2331216518768954], [@bibr42-2331216518768954]), the speech intelligibility-weighted signal-to-noise ratio (iSNR; Greenberg, Peterson, & Zurek, 1993), the Speech Intelligibility Index (SII; ANSI, 1997), and similar or derived methods, such as the extended SII ([@bibr32-2331216518768954]), the revised Binaural Speech Intelligibility Model (BSIM; Beutelmann, Brand, & Kollmeier, 2010), the multiresolution speech-based Envelope Power Spectrum Model ([@bibr23-2331216518768954]), or the multiresolution Generalized Power Spectrum Model ([@bibr4-2331216518768954]), derive an estimate of the SNR or an internal SNR in different frequency or modulation bands. These approaches aim to represent signal properties that are highly correlated with speech intelligibility and hence with speech recognition performance. To calculate these properties, they require separate speech and noise signal parts *after* possible signal processing. This is why they cannot be used with nonlinear signal processing algorithms without significant modifications, such as using the separation method from [@bibr17-2331216518768954]; cf. [Figure 1](#fig1-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, their mapping, that is, classification, is Intrusive (1). Some of these models specifically make assumptions about the speech material, such as the SII with the band importance functions that were determined on empirical speech recognition results.

The Glimpsing Model from [@bibr7-2331216518768954] calculates (binary) SNR masks from time-frequency bins of a spectrotemporal representation of the clean speech and noise signals, and the Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-based approach from [@bibr40-2331216518768954] builds descriptive models from the separate clean speech and noise signals. The way they require the separate signals in their presented configuration does not allow using them without modifications with nonlinear signal processing algorithms, similar to the first group of models. Hence, these approaches also use Intrusive (1) classification. In contrast to the first group, these approaches train automatic speech recognizer (ASR) models and (could) perform a speech recognition task. They have the potential to make predictions of SRTs without relying on empirical reference data, which, however, was not shown.

Correlation or coherence-based models, such as the coherence SII ([@bibr25-2331216518768954]), the Short-Time Objective Intelligibility (STOI) measure ([@bibr43-2331216518768954]), the extended STOI ([@bibr22-2331216518768954]), or the Hearing-Aid Speech Perception Index ([@bibr26-2331216518768954]) quantify the presence of properties (often certain modulation patterns) of the clean input speech signal in the noisy processed output signal. Similar to the first group, they aim to represent signal properties that are highly correlated with speech intelligibility. In contrast to the first group, they do not require the separate signal parts *after* but *before* signal processing. Hence, they can be used in combination with nonlinear signal processing algorithms without further modification, which was also one of their design goals. Because their classification still requires additional signals apart from the noisy processed speech signal, it is Intrusive (2). Further, the signals before and after processing need to be carefully aligned in time, which excludes all signal processing algorithms that do not allow a temporal alignment, such as accelerated speech. STOI and extended STOI do not take individual impaired hearing into account. Further, coherence SII and Hearing-Aid Speech Perception Index were designed to consider individual impaired hearing but were not shown predict the effect of fluctuating noise maskers.

The only measure that does not use intrusive classification is the speech-to-reverberation modulation energy ratio ([@bibr10-2331216518768954]), which is calculated solely from the noisy processed signal. It is even able to predict an SRT without any knowledge about the clean speech or noise signal, but still not able to predict speech recognition scores or SRTs without empirical reference data. Furthermore, this approach was not designed for modulated maskers and binaural conditions.

All these models do not predict the outcome of a speech recognition test directly---although some could---but a (possibly highly) correlated objective measure. For a direct comparison with empirical data, these objective measures need to be mapped to the outcome of a speech-in-noise recognition experiment, which is either a recognition rate depending on the SNR or directly an SRT. This mapping is generally calibrated with or fitted to empirical data from speech recognition experiments and hence, reference-based.

There are fundamental disadvantages of models with reference-based mappings or intrusive classification. The disadvantage of exploiting information that is not accessible to the human listener, who must perform the task with noisy processed stimuli, is a potential uncontrolled bias of the prediction towards unrealistically high performance levels. For human listeners, the limited information results in a desired natural lower boundary for their performance in speech recognition tests, which is commonly quantified with the SRT. Models with intrusive classification intentionally circumvent the difficulties associated with solving the task, possibly at the cost of universality. The disadvantage of using empirical reference data is that a part of the model is undetermined by design and needs to be filled in with empirical data that compensates for any unexplained detail. Apart from requiring empirical measurements *prior* to predictions, the selection of a specific empirical reference makes implicit assumptions about the generalization ability towards unknown conditions and the model construction. These assumptions might eventually be violated if the predicted conditions differ from the reference condition (e.g., different noise type, different SNR, different vocabulary, different speaker, or different nonlinear channel characteristics, etc.). If the prediction accuracy depends on the selection of the reference (which often is the case), the universality of the model is clearly limited. Further, the models are not strictly *objective* when empirical reference data from speech recognition experiments influence the outcome of the predictions. An unpleasant "synergistic" effect in models that use reference-based mapping and intrusive classification is that the former conceals any indication of wrong assumptions of the latter. In other words, a bias due to superhuman knowledge can neither be detected nor quantified.

A first step to address these drawbacks was already taken by [@bibr18-2331216518768954], who used a dynamic-time-warp (DTW)-based speech recognizer with a modified version of the perception model (PEMO) from [@bibr8-2331216518768954] as a front-end to estimate word recognition rated depending on the SNR, hence measuring the psychometric function of what can be considered a very simple ASR system. In its initially presented form, it uses nonintrusive classification because it performs the speech recognition task (on a word level) comparing noisy test words with noisy response alternatives. Therefore, it could be even used with nonlinear signal processing. Further, it is the only discussed approach that does not need empirical reference data to predict the outcome (recognition probability depending on the SNR). The approach in the current study shares many properties and goals with the modeling approach from [@bibr18-2331216518768954]. However, to achieve an acceptable prediction accuracy on a logatome recognition task, [@bibr24-2331216518768954] found that the approach required knowledge about the clean speech samples when performing the speech recognition task, that is, using intrusive classification. Its use with fluctuating noise maskers did not provide satisfactory prediction accuracies, and there are reasonable doubts that the approach in its presented form would generalize to realistic fluctuating noise conditions ([@bibr19-2331216518768954]). In other words, the system was not sufficiently robust against fluctuating noise maskers.

In accordance with this observation, [@bibr33-2331216518768954] recently found that independent frequency bands (as assumed, e.g., with the DTW + PEMO approach) for speech recognition in fluctuating noise masker seem to be an untenable assumption. In the domain of ASR, and much in contrast to many models of auditory signal processing, integration across frequency bands is regarded an essential feature to solve the task of speech recognition in noise, and particularly, in fluctuating noise conditions. In other words, the currently used front-ends in ASR and the vast majority of speech intelligibility models do not agree on which information of an audio signal is most relevant for robust speech recognition. To improve the DTW-based approach from [@bibr18-2331216518768954], it seems appropriate to use a robust ASR system to improve the recognition performance and achieve better predictions of human speech recognition performance at the same time.

It is important to differentiate the aims of auditory-motivated feature extraction (like in computational auditory scene analysis \[CASA\]), robust automatic speech recognition, and the prediction of human speech recognition performance. The aim of CASA is to extract high-level information from an audio signal, where high-level information here means anything that makes sense to us humans. The solutions can be technical and don't---need to---adhere to what is commonly understood as auditory principles, which is why it is also referred to as computational *acoustic* scene analysis. However, many of these high-level information extraction tasks can be performed extremely well by human listeners, which is why they serve as a "model" as long as they perform better than their technical counterparts. Hence, the interest there is limited to understand the principles of---or even just mimic---the model solution to better solve the task of information extraction. The same is true for any form of bionics. From this perspective, robust ASR is a special problem in CASA, which addresses the transcription of recordings of spoken speech, an extremely challenging and useful high-level information extraction task. Still, the criterion for a good solution is not adherence to any auditory signal processing principles but the raw recognition performance in relevant conditions. Coincidentally, *some* parts of robust ASR systems implement basic principles of auditory signal processing, such as a frequency analysis on a Mel or Bark scale, the compression of amplitude values with a logarithm and the extraction of spectral (e.g., Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients) and---less prominent---temporal (e.g., temporal derivatives) modulation patterns. Again, this is the current state because it is the best technical solution in terms of recognition performance; still no generally superior solution has been found. Despite recent advances in the field of ASR (primarily due to the use of deep neural networks, efficient training algorithms, hardware acceleration, and large databases), robust speech recognition of spontaneous speech in realistic multitalker environments is still a stronghold of human listeners, turning humans into models for robust speech recognition. Because of the many nonlinearly interacting components of ASR systems, it is still unknown why human listeners perform better, that is, which components of an ASR system must be improved to put it on a par with human listeners ([@bibr33-2331216518768954]). The prediction of human speech recognition performance by means of simulation with ASR will inherit many of these limitations from the ASR systems. The aim of predicting the speech recognition performance of human listeners is an end in itself, and the criteria for good predictions are the prediction error and---increasingly valued---the assumptions that are required to achieve them.

It is worth noting that full knowledge of the test conditions, that is, the speech/noise signals, is not critical for modeling human speech recognition, while knowledge about the empirical reference SRT data in that conditions is. In contrast, for robust ASR tasks, full knowledge of the test conditions, which is also called matched training, *is* critical, while the human performance on the same task is irrelevant for the recognition performance of the ASR system. The opportunities of using robust ASR systems as models of human speech recognition have hardly been studied. The opportunities that lie in combining both schools of though were outlined by [@bibr33-2331216518768954], who found that the missing bit to close the gap between human and machine speech recognition performance in important speech recognition tests was matched training.

There, as a starting point for a convergence and to overcome the fundamental limitations of reference-based models, FADE ([@bibr33-2331216518768954]) was proposed, which simulates (speech) recognition experiments with a simple matched-trained ASR system. Because it uses nonintrusive classification, it can be tested with nonlinearly processed signals just like human listeners. To maximize the chances of generalization, FADE makes only very basic assumptions, such as how the audio signals are represented (e.g., spectrotemporal representation) and which tokens (e.g., words) need to be discriminated using this representation. FADE performs the same task as humans in the listening experiments, that is, the recognition of words/sentences presented in the presence of noise at different SNRs. The desired outcome, for example, an SRT at 50% correct word recognition rate, can be calculated directly from the evaluation of the transcripts of the ASR system, without using any empirical data. Because the SRT predictions do not depend on empirical reference data, they are objective. The nonintrusive classification of noisy signals with FADE puts a natural lower bound on the recognition performance that strongly depends on the signal representation and was found to be in good agreement with empirical measurements of listeners with normal hearing ([@bibr37-2331216518768954]). The approach was shown to predict the outcome of the matrix sentence test in different languages in stationary and fluctuating noise conditions ([@bibr34-2331216518768954]). The auditory signal representation, which was originally designed for robust automatic speech recognition, was extended by common signal processing deficiencies to model impaired hearing ([@bibr29-2331216518768954], [@bibr30-2331216518768954]). The impairment can be individualized using the individual absolute hearing threshold.

In the current work, FADE is evaluated for the first time as an objective method for SRT predictions in aided conditions for normal-hearing and HI listeners in binaural realistic listening conditions. The extent to which this model can explain the human behavior is assessed with the empirical data from [@bibr45-2331216518768954] who measured SRTs of 10 listeners with normal hearing and 12 listeners with aided impaired hearing with eight different noise-reduction algorithms in three binaural acoustic conditions. There, the empirical data were modeled with the SII-based BSIM from [@bibr3-2331216518768954]. BSIM only predicts SRTs relative to a reference condition, which is why its predictions are always biased to some extent by the empirical reference data. Because this model requires separate speech and noise signals, which are not available anymore after the nonlinear processing of the algorithms, [@bibr45-2331216518768954] did not perform individual aided predictions. This limitation could be circumvented by using a technique called shadow filtering, which attempts to separate the signal parts by applying the nonlinear processing to the speech and noise signals separately. However, shadow filtering would have introduced additional assumptions about the linearity of the signal processing.

To enable objective predictions of SRTs in the cafeteria condition for listeners with normal hearing, the FADE approach is extended towards binaural conditions by implementing a simple better ear listening strategy. Further, to enable individual predictions of SRTs, the model is individualized by taking into account the absolute hearing thresholds (left and right) given by the audiograms and the configuration of the hearing devices (left and right). The individual and group predictions for unaided and aided conditions for listeners with normal hearing and impaired hearing are compared with the empirical data in terms of SRTs and *benefit* in SRT, that is, the improvement in SRT due to activation of noise suppression scheme compared with the reference condition (with deactivated noise suppression).

Methods {#sec2-2331216518768954}
=======

Experiment {#sec3-2331216518768954}
----------

The stimuli and the empirical SRTs were taken from [@bibr45-2331216518768954]. There, SRTs of 10 listeners with normal hearing and 12 listeners with aided impaired hearing were adaptively measured with the German matrix sentence test in a binaural cafeteria environment that was simulated with head-related impulse responses from [@bibr27-2331216518768954] with eight different binaural preprocessing strategies. Three different noises were employed to determine SRTs in a condition where the target speaker was located in front of the listener: (a) A 20-talker babble noise (20T), (b) the ambient sound in the cafeteria in which the head-related impulse responses were recorded (cafeteria ambient noise \[CAN\]), and (c) a single interfering talker (SIT). In this study, the focus was on the natural, recorded ambient sound the cafeteria, which was assumed to represent the most realistic condition. The preprocessing algorithms included adaptive differential microphones (ADM), a coherence filter, single-channel noise reduction (SCNR), and binaural beamformers and are listed in Section Binaural Preprocessing Algorithms. In addition, a condition with no preprocessing (NoPre) served as a reference. To provide listeners with impaired hearing with audible signals in all conditions, the multiband dynamic compressor of the Master Hearing Aid (MHA) was used to compensate their HL with the nonlinear fitting procedure by the National Acoustic Laboratories ([@bibr6-2331216518768954]), even in the reference condition with no binaural preprocessing. For the group of listeners with normal hearing, no amplification was provided. The group of listeners with impaired hearing consisted of eight male and four female listeners with ages ranging from 21 to 66 years. Their hearing thresholds were 43.9 dB higher on average over normal-hearing listeners between frequencies of 500 Hz and 4 kHz and ranged from 20 dB to 55 dB HL. For more details on the audiometric data and the compensation of HL, please refer to [@bibr45-2331216518768954].

Prediction of SRTs With FADE {#sec4-2331216518768954}
----------------------------

The outcome of the German matrix test was predicted with FADE ([@bibr36-2331216518768954]). The condition here is defined by the task (matrix sentence recognition), the speech signals, the noise signal, the individual signal processing, and the individual audibility. Therefore, the ASR system is trained and tested for each condition separately, that is, there is no interdependence regarding the conditions. It is particularly noteworthy that no prior information about any empirical SRT is required to obtain a predicted SRT. In other words, no reference to another condition is required, and an SRT can be predicted for an isolated condition.

The procedure to obtain the predicted outcome in one condition with FADE is as follows:

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and HMM-based ASR systems are trained on all available matrix sentences; one for each considered SNR (−24 dB to 6 dB in 3-dB steps). Therefore, random portions of the noise signal were chosen to generate the training data. The mixed recordings were then processed with the (individual) HA using the MHA ([@bibr15-2331216518768954]) with the algorithm that corresponds to the condition. From the processed signals, features were extracted that incorporate the individual hearing thresholds as explained in Section Model of Impaired Hearing. The feature extraction is based on separable Gabor filter bank (SGBFB) features with mean-and-variance normalization. The SGBFB feature set was shown to robustly extract information of speech signals from audio recordings ([@bibr35-2331216518768954]) and to be suitable for modeling tone detection and speech recognition experiments with normal-hearing listeners ([@bibr36-2331216518768954]). SGBFB features encode a range of spectrotemporal modulation patterns, where mean-and-variance normalization removes information about the absolute level and the overall dynamic range of the recording. For the acoustic model, word models with six states were used. One GMM/HMM word model was trained for each word and SNR. For each SNR, the 50 word models were combined with a language model that describes the (language-independent) syntax of the matrix test; that is, 5 words with 10 options each.

The ASR systems are then used to recognize all available matrix sentences at all considered SNRs (−24 dB to 6 dB in 3-dB steps). Like for the training data, random portions of the noise signal were chosen to generate the testing data. The mixed recordings were, again like for the training data, processed with the (individual) HA using MHA with the algorithm that corresponds to the condition. From the processed signals, features that incorporate the individual hearing thresholds were extracted, like for the training data. This training/testing scheme is also known as *matched training*, an ideal training condition. It is employed to get an estimate of the *lowest* achievable SRT in the given condition. Recognition performance of the ASR system is subject to the same limitations that trained human listeners encounter due to the task, the speech material, the noise signal, the individual signal processing, and the individual audibility. From the transcripts, the word recognition rates in percent are determined for each combination of training and testing SNR and compiled into a square matrix, with training SNR in one dimension and testing SNR in the other dimension. This matrix is referred to as the recognition result map (cf. [@bibr33-2331216518768954]). Usually the testing SRT depends on the training SNR. The lowest testing SNR at which 50% of the words were correctly recognized was interpolated between the 3 dB-spaced samples and taken as the predicted SRT. For further details about the simulations, please refer to the original publications ([@bibr37-2331216518768954], [@bibr36-2331216518768954]). The concept of how the predictions with FADE were individualized is illustrated in [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"}. The feature extraction and HAs were individualized based on the audiogram, which is explained in Sections "Model of Impaired Hearing" and "Model of Binaural Hearing." FADE is free software and available online.^[1](#fn1-2331216518768954){ref-type="fn"}^ Figure 2.Illustration of the individualization of predictions with FADE. The gray box represents the common logic to measure psychometric functions that is used for human listeners as well as for FADE-based predictions. To humans, only the mixed (noisy) output is available to perform the speech recognition task. For the recognition, the speech recognizer does not need access to additional data from within the gray box and uses nonintrusive classification. The feature extraction transforms the time series into a spectrotemporal representation and thereby limits the information that is available to the recognizer for decision-making. It can be individualized based on the audiogram to remove the parts that are not audible. Further, hearing aids (blue boxes) with---potentially several---individualized, nonlinear algorithms can be inserted into the signal path, prior to feature extraction. In this way, interactions between hearing aid and hearing impairment can be modeled naturally, that is, without further modifications.FADE = framework for auditory discrimination experiments; SNR = signal-to-noise ratio.

Model of Impaired Hearing {#sec5-2331216518768954}
-------------------------

The feature extraction of the original publication from [@bibr36-2331216518768954] was modified to implement an absolute hearing threshold. The implementation of the hearing threshold is identical to the one from [@bibr30-2331216518768954], where the absolute hearing threshold and a suprathreshold parameter were successfully used to predict individual outcomes of the German matrix sentence test in noise for listeners with impaired hearing. In this work, only the hearing thresholds were considered because no suitable empirical data existed to determine individual estimates of the suprathreshold component. To account for the loss of sensitivity, which is usually assessed by the audiogram, the individual hearing threshold was applied to the spectrotemporal representation, the log Mel-spectrogram, by setting any input spectrogram level to the audiogram level if it was below this value. The effect of this implementation of the hearing threshold on the log Mel-spectrogram of a noisy speech sample is illustrated in [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"}. Applying an individual threshold has the effect that any patterns below have no effect on the feature vector anymore. Hence, part of the speech information is concealed from the recognizer, which naturally results in individually lower recognition performance and increased SRTs. Figure 3.Illustration of the combined effect of an additive noise and a typical hearing threshold on the individual spectrotemporal representation of the speech signal, from which the features for the ASR system are calculated. The upper panel shows the log Mel-spectrogram of the German matrix sentence "Wolfgang malt drei alte Messer," presented at about 75 dB SPL. The middle panel shows the same sentence but with the cafeteria noise added at 0 dB SNR, which represents the information that would be available to listeners with normal hearing according to the model. The lower panel shows the same signal and noise but with the typical audiogram N4 from [@bibr5-2331216518768954], masking portions of the speech and noise signal.ASR = automatic speech recognizer; SNR = signal-to-noise ratio; SPL = sound pressure level.

Model of Binaural Hearing {#sec6-2331216518768954}
-------------------------

The measurements in [@bibr45-2331216518768954] were dichotic, which to model required a stage that integrated the two acoustic signals from both ears. Different models of binaural hearing and signal processing were proposed in the literature (e.g., [@bibr3-2331216518768954]); however, due to using intrusive classification, none of them works blindly. In other words, these models require information that is not accessible in the current setup, where only noisy, processed signals are available, and hence could not be used. Here, to limit the complexity of the approach, independent feature vectors were calculated for each ear, which were then concatenated to form one binaural feature vector. This very simple binaural model assumes a late, that is, cortical, integration of binaural information in speech processing. Because the recognizer can learn a better ear during the training stage, we denominate it as *automatic better ear listening*. An implementation of the feature extraction is available online.^[2](#fn2-2331216518768954){ref-type="fn"}^

Binaural Preprocessing Algorithms {#sec7-2331216518768954}
---------------------------------

The eight binaural signal preprocessing strategies were taken from [@bibr45-2331216518768954] and included (1) No preprocessing (NoPre), (2) ADM ([@bibr9-2331216518768954]), (3) ADM with coherence-based noise reduction (ADM + coh; [@bibr16-2331216518768954]), (4) SCNR (e.g., [@bibr12-2331216518768954]), (5) fixed binaural minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer (e.g., [@bibr44-2331216518768954]), (6) adaptive binaural MVDR beamformer (e.g., [@bibr14-2331216518768954]), (7) common postfilter (com PF) based on fixed MVDR (e.g., [@bibr38-2331216518768954]), (8) com PF based on adaptive MVDR (e.g., [@bibr38-2331216518768954]), and (9) individual postfilter (ind PF) based on adaptive MVDR (e.g., [@bibr38-2331216518768954]). The algorithms were described and instrumentally evaluated by [@bibr2-2331216518768954] in the same experimental conditions. ADM and SCNR are monaural algorithms and do not require a binaural link, that is, they work independently on both ears. The remaining six algorithms are binaural preprocessing strategies, where the signal input on one side can influence the output on the other side. All algorithms aim to improve speech intelligibility; however, they achieve that goal only to a varying degree ([@bibr45-2331216518768954]). The goal of the current study is to predict this benefit, which can be measured in *improvement in SRT*. For details on the individual algorithms please refer to [@bibr45-2331216518768954], [@bibr2-2331216518768954], or the corresponding original publications. It is assumed that this selection provides a good representation of modern binaural speech and audio signal processing algorithms, and hence also reflects typical effects, nonlinearities, and artifacts involved in such processing. In the current study, the signal processing was performed by using the MHA, which was also used by [@bibr45-2331216518768954] to carry out the measurement of the empirical data. For the individual predictions, the same individual configuration that was used for the empirical measurements was used to process the noisy training and testing data (cf. Section "Prediction of Speech Reception Thresholds With FADE") before individual feature vectors that considered the individual hearing thresholds were extracted (cf. Section "Model of Impaired Hearing").

Results {#sec8-2331216518768954}
=======

Predicted SRTs {#sec9-2331216518768954}
--------------

The predicted SRTs are plotted against the empirical SRTs in [Figure 4](#fig4-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"} for the 20T condition and the CAN condition, and median SRTs for the groups of listeners with normal hearing and aided impaired hearing in all conditions are presented in numerical form in [Table 2](#table2-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"}. It should be noted that the FADE approach in its current form is not suitable to predict the recognition thresholds for the conditions with an SIT. The model seems to be unable to differentiate between the two competing speakers, and no a priori information was provided to the algorithm which speaker is the target and which is the interferer. Without a cue to differentiate the speakers, the FADE model can only perform the recognition task at much higher SNRs than achieved by human listeners. This is reflected by the finding that the predicted SRTs for listeners with normal hearing in the SIT condition were about 10 dB higher than the empirical ones. Reasonable predictions for the generally very homogeneous group of listeners with normal hearing can be considered a prerequisite to performing reasonable predictions for the generally less homogeneous group of listeners with impaired hearing, which is why no predictions were performed for listeners with impaired hearing in this condition. Hence, in the following, the extreme (SRTs below −20 dB) SIT condition is not considered, and the analysis focuses on the artificial 20T condition and, primarily, on the realistic CAN condition. However, for completeness, the available data for the SIT condition are provided in numerical form. Figure 4.Predicted versus empirical SRTs for listeners with normal and impaired hearing with eight different binaural preprocessing algorithms (plus the no processing reference condition) in a 20-talker babble noise condition (left panel) and a cafeteria ambient noise condition (right panel). The median SRTs are plotted with black squares and circles for listeners with normal (NH) and impaired hearing (HI), respectively. The filled symbols indicate the no preprocessing (NoPre) condition. The individual predictions for listeners with impaired hearing are plotted with colored stars, where the color indicates the listener. The dash-dotted lines indicate perfect prediction.SNR = signal-to-noise ratio; SRT = speech reception threshold. Table 2.Median Empirical and Predicted SRTs for the Group of Listeners With Normal Hearing (NH) and Impaired Hearing (HI) Aided With Eight Different Binaural Preprocessing Algorithms in Three Conditions: 20-Talker Babble Noise (20T), Cafeteria Ambient Noise (CAN), and Single Interfering Talker (SIT).Cond.DataNoPreADM1) + cohSCNRfixed MVDRadapt MVDR5) + com PF6) + com PF6) + ind PF1)2)3)4)5)6)7)8)9)20TNH emp.−7.6−12.0−11.8−7.2−11.7−11.4−11.3−10.8−11.320TNH pred.−6.6−9.2−9.3−4.9−10.2−9.6−10.4−9.6−9.220THI emp.−6.7−10.2−9.6−5.4−9.8−10.1−9.3−8.9−8.920THI pred.−3.9−6.6−6.6−3.8−9.6−8.2−9.2−8.1−8.0CANNH emp.−9.7−13.1−13.5−9.4−14.2−12.7−12.8−12.1−11.4CANNH pred.−7.2−10.8−11.1−6.4−11.4−9.3−10.4−8.3−8.3CANHI emp.−8.6−11.8−11.6−7.4−12.6−12.2−11.7−10.4−11.1CANHI pred.−5.7−8.7−9.7−5.1−10.9−8.3−9.5−7.4−7.5SITNH emp.−21.6−23.8−23.1−19.9−23.6−25.9−24.1−23.8−25.1SITNH pred.−9.4−13.5−14.0−6.4−13.1−8.5−13.1−8.3−8.1[^3][^4]

For the 20T and CAN conditions, the median empirical SRTs of both groups (normal and impaired hearing) show an effect size of about 5 dB due to the different binaural preprocessing algorithms. The median predicted SRTs show a very similar effect size. The median empirical SRTs for listeners with normal hearing are lower than the ones for listeners with impaired hearing, which is also correctly predicted by the model. The median predictions for both groups (black symbols) were mostly underestimated, that is, the predicted SRTs were higher than the empirical ones. This deviation is more pronounced in the CAN than in the 20T condition. However, the predicted values seem to be scattered around a parallel to the diagonal, which indicates an overall offset (bias) but correct relations of the predictions. For the median prediction of the group of listeners with impaired hearing, the deviation from the diagonal is more pronounced in the 20T than in the CAN condition. Individual predictions (cf. colored symbols in [Figure 4](#fig4-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"}) were overestimated as well as underestimated, where the predictions for a specific listener, indicated by the same color, seem to tend to either one. A statistical analysis of the median and individual SRTs is provided in [Table 3](#table3-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"}. The high bias of 13 dB in the SIT condition quantifies the extensive gap between the empirical and predicted group performance with a pure speech masker, and the *p* value \> .05 shows that the predicted and the empirical data were not significantly correlated. In contrast, in the 20T and CAN condition, all predicted outcomes (individual and group) were found to be significantly correlated with the empirical data. However, only the group predictions explained more than 50% of the variance of the data (*R*^2^, assuming normally distributed data) due to the use of the different preprocessing algorithms. For the group data of listeners with normal hearing, the predictions explained 87% of the variance in the 20T condition and 92% of the variance in the CAN condition. For the---usually less homogeneous---group of listeners with impaired hearing, the group predictions still explained 63% and 83% in the 20T and the CAN condition, respectively. The individual predictions, although significantly correlated, explained less than 20% of the variance in the individual data. The bias of the predictions, which also determines the lower limit of the root-mean-square (RMS) prediction error, mainly depended on the noise condition and was found to be about 1.5 dB in the 20T condition and less than 3 dB in the CAN condition. Table 3.Statistical Analysis of the Predicted SRTs for the Normal-Hearing Group (NH Median), the Hearing-Impaired Group (HI Median), and the Individual Outcomes of Listeners With Impaired Hearing (HI Individual) With Eight Different Binaural Preprocessing Strategies (Plus the No Processing Reference Condition) in Three Acoustic Conditions: 20-Talker Babble Noise (20T), Cafeteria Ambient Noise (CAN), and Single Interfering Talker (SIT).Cond.Prediction*R* ^2^Interval*pB*RMS20TNH median0.870.51--0.97\<.011.81.920THI median0.630.08--0.91\<.051.62.120THI indiv.0.160.06--0.31\<.011.43.2CANNH median0.920.66--0.96\<.012.92.9CANHI median0.830.40--0.96\<.012.72.8CANHI indiv.0.100.02--0.23\<.012.43.9SITNH median0.040.00--0.59\>.0513.013.3[^5][^6]

Predicted Benefits in SRT {#sec10-2331216518768954}
-------------------------

The *benefit* in SRT was calculated as the inverted difference between the SRT in a condition and the SRT in the reference (NoPre) condition and reflects the improvement due to using an algorithm (higher values are better). Note that this calculation was performed independently for the predicted and the simulated data, and each individual. Hence, the predictions of benefits did not depend on empirical data (apart from the individual audiograms), and the median values are calculated from differences of SRTs, that is, they are not differences of median SRTs. While the analysis in this section focuses on the realistic CAN condition, the results for the 20T and SIT condition are reported in numerical form. In [Figure 5](#fig5-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"}, the predicted individual and group benefits are plotted against the empirical individual and group benefits in the CAN condition for listeners with normal and aided impaired hearing. For listeners with normal hearing (left panel), the data points were closely aligned to the diagonal, which indicates highly accurate predictions. For the group of listeners with impaired hearing (right panel), the deviations from the diagonal were more pronounced than for listeners with normal hearing. This was an expected result due to less homogeneous nature of this group. Nonetheless, the group's median values were found to be well aligned to the diagonal, which indicates still accurate predictions of the benefit for the group of listeners with impaired hearing in the CAN condition. The predicted group benefits with the different algorithms are directly compared with the empirically determined ones in [Figure 6](#fig6-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"} for the group of listeners with normal hearing and in [Figure 7](#fig7-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"} for the group of listeners with aided impaired hearing. For listeners with normal hearing, the predicted benefits were found to be in very good agreement with the median of the empirical data. The largest deviations were observed for the algorithms with the adaptive MVDR beamformer, which is the most complex algorithm and also resulted in a relatively large empirical interquartile range of about 2 dB. It is notable that the model correctly predicted that the SCNR did not improve speech intelligibility. For listeners with impaired hearing, the median of the individually predicted benefits is in agreement with the empirical data, however, not to the same degree than it was found for listeners with normal hearing. Interestingly, the interquartile ranges of the predictions were found to be consistently larger than those of the empirical data. This is probably due to the interaction of the hearing threshold, which is implemented as a hard threshold as opposed to the probably smoother transition area from inaudible to audible in human listeners, with the compressive amplification scheme. Small deviations of the hard threshold will have stronger interactions with compressed signal levels than human listeners with smooth transition zones. This effect is reinforced by the low accuracy ($\pm 5\text{dB}$) of threshold measurements in audiograms, which adds an additional noise source to the predictions not present in the empirical data. The benefit of the best and worst performing algorithms, fixed MVDR and SCNR, respectively, was overestimated by about 1 dB, while the deviations in the other conditions were smaller. Again, the predicted results did not suggest a benefit from using the SCNR algorithm. The group benefits in SRT for all conditions are presented in numerical form in [Table 4](#table4-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"}, and a statistical analysis of the individual and group benefits in SRT is provided in [Table 5](#table5-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"}. The proportion of explained variance of the empirical group data was similar in the 20T and the CAN condition. It was higher (about 90%) for the group of listeners with normal hearing than for the group of listeners with impaired hearing (about 75%). The bias and RMS error were particularly low in the CAN condition, with less than 0.5 dB and less than 1.0 dB, respectively. These were found to be slightly higher in the babble noise condition, with about 1 dB and less than 2 dB, respectively. In the SIT condition, the median predicted benefits were not significantly correlated with the empirical data. The predicted benefits for the individual listeners with aided impaired hearing were found to be significantly correlated with the empirical data. However, the proportion of explained variance was, with less than 25%, low, and the RMS prediction error, with more than 2.4 dB, comparatively high. Figure 5.Predicted versus empirical benefits in SRT (difference to reference condition, higher values are better) for listeners with normal (NH, left panel) and aided impaired (HI, right panel) hearing in a cafeteria ambient noise condition with eight different binaural preprocessing algorithms. The individual predictions for listeners with impaired hearing are plotted with colored stars, where the color indicates the listener. The dash-dotted lines indicate perfect prediction. The error bars of the median predictions indicate the first and third quartile of the corresponding individual data, where for the predictions for normal hearing listeners, these were assumed to be the median ± 0.5 dB.SRT = speech reception threshold. Figure 6.Median predicted and empirical benefits in SRT (difference to reference condition) for the group of listeners with normal hearing in a cafeteria ambient noise condition with eight different binaural preprocessing algorithms: ADM) adaptive differential microphones, + coh) with coherence-based noise reduction, SCNR) single-channel noise reduction, MVDR) binaural minimum variance distortionless response beamformer, com PF) common postfilter based, and ind PF) individual postfilter based. The error bars of the empirical data indicate the first and third quartile of the corresponding individual data, and their length the interquartile range. The error bars of the predicted data indicate an assumed symmetric interquartile range of 1 dB.SRT = speech reception threshold. Figure 7.Median predicted and empirical benefits in SRT (difference to reference condition) for the group of listeners with aided impaired hearing in a cafeteria ambient noise condition with eight different binaural preprocessing strategies (cf. [Figure 6](#fig6-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"} for an explanation of the abbreviations). The error bars the indicate the first and third quartile of the corresponding individual data, and their length the interquartile range.SRT = speech reception threshold; ADM = adaptive differential microphone; SCNR = single-channel noise reduction; MVDR = minimum variance distortionless response; PF = postfilter. Table 4.Median Empirical and Predicted Benefits in SRT (Difference to Reference Condition) in dB for the Group of Listeners With Normal Hearing (NH) and Aided Impaired Hearing (HI) With Eight Different Binaural Preprocessing Algorithms in Three Conditions: 20-Talker Babble Noise (20T), Cafeteria Ambient Noise (CAN), and Single Interfering Talker (SIT).Cond.DataADM1) + cohSCNRfixed MVDRadapt MVDR5) + com PF6) + com PF6) + ind PF1)2)3)4)5)6)7)8)20TNH emp.4.54.1−0.64.13.73.73.23.420TNH pred.2.62.7−1.73.63.03.83.02.520THI emp.3.53.4−0.74.13.83.43.13.220THI pred.3.43.70.76.24.75.84.84.9CANNH emp.3.54.0−0.54.12.73.12.32.2CANNH pred.3.63.9−0.74.22.13.31.11.1CANHI emp.2.93.2−1.03.83.23.31.72.6CANHI pred.3.14.30.25.12.64.31.81.9SITNH emp.2.43.0−1.43.24.11.33.23.2SITNH pred.4.14.6−3.03.7−0.83.7−1.1−1.3[^7][^8] Table 5.Statistical Analysis of the Predicted *Benefits* (Difference to Reference Condition, Higher Values Are Better) in SRTs for the Normal-Hearing Group (NH Median), the Hearing-Impaired Group (HI Median), and the Individual Outcomes of Listeners With Impaired Hearing (HI Individual) in Three Acoustic Conditions: 20-Talker Babble Noise (20T), Cafeteria Ambient Noise (CAN), and Single Interfering Talker (SIT).ModelCond.Prediction*R* ^2^Interval*pB*RMSiSNR^[a](#table-fn11-2331216518768954){ref-type="table-fn"}^20TNH median0.62--\<.05−3.03.3FADE20TNH median0.870.46--0.98\<.01−0.81.0FADE20THI median0.750.17--0.95\<.011.31.5FADE20THI indiv.0.230.10--0.39\<.011.32.4iSNR^[a](#table-fn11-2331216518768954){ref-type="table-fn"}^CANNH median0.35--\>.05−2.73.1FADECANNH median0.910.57--0.98\<.01−0.40.6FADECANHI median0.770.20--0.96\<.010.40.9FADECANHI indiv.0.130.03--0.27\<.010.32.4FADESITNH median0.070.00--0.67\>.05−1.13.1[^9][^10][^11]

Correlation of Prediction Errors Across Test Conditions {#sec11-2331216518768954}
-------------------------------------------------------

To test if the pronounced individual prediction errors (difference between the predicted and the corresponding empirical SRT) for listeners with aided impaired hearing in the 20T and the CAN condition (cf. left panel in [Figure 5](#fig5-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"}) are systematic, that is, due to a common cause that the model did not consider, the individual prediction errors are plotted against each other in [Figure 8](#fig8-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"}. The prediction errors were found to be significantly correlated (*R*^2 ^= .69, *p* \< .01), clearly indicating a systematic error. In other words, when the model over/underestimated an individual SRT in one condition, it also over/underestimated it in the other conditions. Figure 8.Individual prediction errors (difference between the predicted and the empirical SRT) for listeners with aided impaired hearing in a cafeteria ambient noise condition plotted against a 20-talker babble noise condition.SRT = speech reception threshold; CAN = Cafeteria Ambient Noise; HI = hearing impaired.

Discussion {#sec12-2331216518768954}
==========

The main finding of this article is that the average benefit from several binaural noise-reduction strategies can be surprisingly well predicted using the comparatively simple, ASR-based FADE approach. FADE provides an objective estimate of the SRT that can be individualized to suit an individual listener with hearing impairment.

Intrusive Classification and Objectivity {#sec13-2331216518768954}
----------------------------------------

[@bibr45-2331216518768954] modeled the same empirical data with the BSIM ([@bibr3-2331216518768954]) and found that the difficult---but required for BSIM predictions---post hoc separation of the processed signal into a speech and noise part was a major problem for those conditions where nonlinear signal processing algorithms were used. The problems of Intrusive (1) classification concerns many speech intelligibility models (cf. [Table 1](#table1-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"}). To overcome this problem in modeling, [@bibr45-2331216518768954] proposed to use FADE, which was successfully employed in this study. Another---often neglected---problem with many other prediction methods for human speech recognition performance is the lack of *objectivity* due to being based on empirical reference data, which also makes the interpretation of prediction errors difficult. To the best of our knowledge, no other model with nonintrusive classification that allows the objective, that is, empirical reference-free, prediction of SRTs in aided conditions with fluctuating noise maskers exists at this time of writing.

### Nonintrusive classification {#sec14-2331216518768954}

FADE requires only the same information as needed to perform the matrix sentence test with human listeners. This includes the ability to generate mixtures at defined SNRs that normally requires the separate availability of the clean matrix sentences and the noise signal. However, it does not give the recognizer (here, the ASR system) access to the separate signals. This closely resembles experiments with human listeners, where only noisy signals are presented to determine the outcome. Hence, FADE is a modeling approach with nonintrusive classification. In contrast to many other models (cf. [Table 1](#table1-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"}), FADE works naturally on mixed signals, which allows to apply arbitrary signal processing to the mixed signals prior to presenting them to the recognition system (just like in the empirical measurements). The employed algorithm can be treated as a black box to which no access---apart from the signal input and the signal output---is needed.

### Objective {#sec15-2331216518768954}

FADE directly predicts the SRT as the primary outcome of the matrix sentence test employed. Index-based models predict an index value between 0 and 1 for each SNR. Assuming a strictly monotonic relationship between SNR and index, which is not always true, each index value can be mapped to an SNR. Very often, a reference value for the index that corresponds to the SRT, that is, the SNR at 50% correct, is determined by using the empirical data from one of the conditions that the model aims to explain. One implication of that procedure is that no single condition can be predicted. Another---more far-reaching---implication is that the predictions then depend on the reference condition and hence on (a) the complexity of the speech material, (b) the language, (c) the talker, (d) the noise, (e) the reverberation of the reference condition, and probably many more parameters whose influence is *not predicted* by the model. As a consequence, these SRT predictions are not strictly objective because they strongly depend on empirical measurements. In contrast, FADE can perform SRT predictions for single conditions solely based on fairly basic principles. For the predicted SRT to match the empirically determined one, it must correctly predict the joint effect of all relevant factors, for example, the complexity of the speech material, the language, the talker, the noise, possible binaural interactions, and of the signal processing. In doing so without using any empirical reference SRT data, it provides a truly objective measure.

Predicted Outcomes {#sec16-2331216518768954}
------------------

Predicted outcomes of the German matrix sentence test were compared with empirical outcomes, whose differences are the *prediction errors*. An interpretation of the prediction error is a prerequisite for well-founded speculations on their causes, and hence on the causes of potential shortcomings of the model. Objective SRT predictions in combination with nonintrusive classification are presumably helpful for deriving a meaningful interpretation of the prediction errors. For example, if FADE cannot explain some aspect, the recognition performance gets worse and the predicted SRTs increase, hence underestimating the empirical recognition performance. This performance limitation is similar to most ASR systems that perform worse than listeners with normal hearing when confronted with situations for which they were not designed. Hence, a significant overestimation of the empirical performance (not observed here) indicates that the model was (a) provided with more information or (b) made better use of the information that is required to perform the corresponding recognition task. A significant underestimation of the empirical performance of listeners with normal hearing, on the other hand, indicates a suboptimal---or missing---implementation of at least one of the required principles to perform the corresponding recognition task.

A small underestimation of the median empirical performance was observed in Section "Predicted SRTs" for the 20T and, slightly more pronounced, in the CAN condition. This could be due to the simplistic binaural better-ear strategy adopted by the current approach that might not be able to separate the target speaker from the noises as efficiently as listener with normal binaural hearing. The interaction of the spatial scene with binaural signal processing and binaural (impaired) hearing could also be the cause of the variability in the deviation of predicted median SRTs for listeners with impaired hearing in the 20T condition. A more sophisticated, true binaural processing stage with a direct across-ear processing of the input signal (e.g., [@bibr39-2331216518768954]) might improve the model behavior here.

A larger systematic underestimation of the recognition performance was observed in Section "Predicted SRTs" for the SIT condition, which resulted in large positive biases in [Table 3](#table3-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"} for the performance of listeners with normal hearing in all conditions. The considerable bias of 13 dB indicates that the model had a severe problem with voiced speech maskers. The system was neither able to learn nor provided with information about which speech portion is considered as target and which has to be considered as nonattended interferer. Human listeners achieve very low SRTs $( < - 20$ dB) primarily by being able to listen in the dips of the masking speech. Probably, human listeners are better able to segregate the talkers based on their pitch and spatial cues than the model, an ability that is often referred to as the cocktail-party effect. The necessary signal processing to perform such a task by machines has been studied under the term *computational acoustic scene analysis* (CASA) and is largely missing in current ASR systems as well as in FADE. Emerging technical solutions to this problem could potentially improve ASR systems and lead to improved predictions in the SIT condition.

Because the predicted SRTs in the SIT condition were not found to be in agreement with the empirical data for normal-hearing listeners, no individualization, that is, prediction for listeners with impaired hearing was performed. In the 20T and CAN condition, the predictions for the group of listeners with impaired hearing showed the same bias (±0.2 dB) and hence higher SRTs than for the group of listeners with normal hearing (cf. [Table 3](#table3-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"}) in agreement with the empirical data. According to the empirical data, some listeners with impaired hearing outperformed the average listener with normal hearing, by up to $\approx 2$ dB. However, the individual predicted SRTs were not found to be more than 0.5 dB lower than the corresponding predictions without individualization, that is, for listeners with normal hearing. This can be partly observed in [Figure 4](#fig4-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"} comparing the lowest individual predictions for listeners with impaired hearing (colored stars) to the lowest prediction for listeners with normal hearing (black squares) and also holds for the other algorithms (not shown). An explanation might be the inevitable uncertainty or statistical measurement error in the individual empirical data that could sum up to $\approx 2$ dB depending in the noise condition. This expected error in the empirical data is due to small training effects, limited and varying attention of the listeners, and the small number of presented sentences (at most, 20) on which the SRT calculation is based. It should be noted that this statistical error is not---or to a much lesser extent---found in the predictions because SRTs are calculated based on results from all 120 sentences.

Apart from the already discussed bias, which also dominated the RMS prediction errors, the predicted group SRTs correlated significantly with the empirical data, explaining between 63% and 92% of the variance across algorithms in the 20T and CAN condition, respectively. The individual predictions for listeners with impaired hearing did not explain more that 16% of the variance across individuals and algorithms. These results already hint at good group predictions in general, but unsatisfactory individual predictions for listeners with impaired hearing. However, individual offsets originating from nonacoustical causes which are not modeled here (e.g., central neurosensory component of the HL or varying cognitive abilities) may affect all algorithms alike. They may cause a spread of the individual empirical SRTs and hence result in a lower correlation between the predicted and empirical data. To test this hypothesis and remove an individual bias, the benefits in SRT with respect to the reference condition (NoPre) were calculated individually for all listeners (to be discussed later).

Objective Instrumental Evaluation of Algorithms {#sec17-2331216518768954}
-----------------------------------------------

The high prediction accuracy (RMS prediction error $\leq 1$ dB) and the low absolute biases (\< 1 dB) of the benefits in SRT for the group of listeners with normal hearing (cf. [Figures 5](#fig5-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"}, and [Table 5](#table5-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"}, respectively) indicate a solid basis for individualized predictions. Further, the predicted benefits for listeners with normal hearing do not depend on *any* empirical data, which is why FADE provided a near-optimal objective evaluation in this regard. Notably, in the realistic CAN condition, the model correctly predicted the fixed MVDR to result in the highest benefit and the SCNR in the lowest, where the benefit of the latter was correctly predicted to be negative, that is, it increased the SRT. While the ADM was predicted to perform worse than the fixed MVDR in the artificial 20T condition, which was not observed empirically, the negative benefit of the SCNR was still correctly predicted. The differentiation between improvement and deterioration is very valuable to algorithm developers and users alike.

In the instrumental evaluation of the algorithms from [@bibr2-2331216518768954], the iSNR, STOI, and perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ; [@bibr21-2331216518768954]), which can be considered representative for the methods that are used to objectively assess the performance of (speech) signal processing algorithms, were used to predict the benefit. None of them predicted the negative effect of the SCNR algorithm in the artificial 20T condition and the realistic CAN condition for listeners with normal hearing. There, benefits in SNR were only predicted with the iSNR because the output of the other measures were indexes that could not be mapped to SNRs or benefits in SNR due to the lack of empirical reference data in that study. This reflects a common, fundamental problem of reference-based models. For objective predictions of the benefit with the iSNR, a working point, that is, an input SNR at which the benefit was predicted, had to be chosen independently from the empirical data, which was 0 dB. If the empirical working point is unknown, which usually is the case when objective measures are used, a guess of 0 dB seems still reasonable, particularly if the predictions should also represent the behavior of listeners with impaired hearing or cochlear implants. These limitations, that is, the requirement of guessing or knowing the outcome prior to any prediction, clearly shows one advantage of FADE that can predict an SRT without any empirical reference. The statistical analysis of the predicted outcomes with the iSNR from [@bibr2-2331216518768954] for the group of normal-hearing listeners in the 20T and CAN condition is shown in [Table 5](#table5-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"}. For the artificial 20T condition, the iSNR predictions explained about 60% of the variance in empirical data and the RMS prediction error exceeded 3 dB. For the realistic CAN condition, the iSNR predictions were not significantly correlated with the empirical data and the RMS prediction error also exceeded 3 dB. Compared with these results, the FADE predictions of benefits in SRT for normal-hearing listeners provided a much more reliable objective instrumental measure with RMS prediction errors of 1 dB and less in the respective 20T and CAN conditions.

The mediocre performance of the iSNR, STOI, and PESQ could be partly due to the method (phase inversion according to [@bibr17-2331216518768954]) that was used to separate the speech from the noise signal after processing and that might not achieve a perfect separation. This seems probable because no true separate processed signals exist whereby the goodness of the estimation cannot be assessed. The phase inversion could be possibly replaced by a more sophisticated separation method, such as shadow filtering. However, even if this would lead to better predictions, it would not overcome the fundamental limitation that this kind of separation of the mixed signals can lead to uncontrolled biases, which are typically concealed by a calibration to empirical reference data. Because the classification with FADE is nonintrusive and works on mixed signals, predictions can be performed with virtually any signal preprocessing without additional modifications to the model. It seems worthwhile to further validate the suitability of FADE for the objective evaluation of algorithms on a broader basis of applications.

Individual Aided Performance Predictions {#sec18-2331216518768954}
----------------------------------------

Individualization was performed using the audiograms, that is, the individual hearing thresholds of both ears, where listeners with normal hearing were assumed to have no HL. This is also why there were individual *measurements* from listeners with normal hearing but no individual predictions for them. The individualization for listeners with impaired hearing was reflected in the personalized HA setting: Here, it had consequences for the fitting of the multiband compressor of the MHA, where the HL was (partially) compensated (cf. Section "Binaural Preprocessing Algorithms") and the feature extraction of FADE, where the individual hearing threshold was simulated (cf. Section "Model of Impaired Hearing"). Therefore, assuming an appropriate compensation for the main component of the moderate HLs encountered in our rather homogeneous group of listeners with impaired hearing, no strong individual deviation from the compensated main component of the HL should be expected.

However, despite similar audiograms and individually compensated HLs, the empirical results show (a) that the variance of the individual benefits in SRT were in the same order of magnitude as the effect size of the algorithms (cf. [Figure 5](#fig5-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"}) and (b) that the median SRTs for the group of listeners with impaired hearing were about 1 to 2 dB higher than for the group of listeners with normal hearing. The individual variance of the listeners with impaired hearing could not be explained by the model considering individual absolute hearing thresholds, where at most 23% of the variance could be explained with a considerable RMS prediction error of 2.4 dB (cf. "HI indiv." predictions in the CAN condition in [Table 5](#table5-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"}). However, the general trend, that the SRTs for the group of listeners with impaired hearing were higher than those for listeners with normal hearing, was predicted in accordance with the empirical data (cf. [Table 2](#table2-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"}). Also, the predictions of benefits in SRT for the group of listeners with impaired hearing (median of the corresponding benefits in SNR) explained about 75% of the variance in the empirical data with RMS prediction error of 1.5 dB and 0.9 dB in the 20T and CAN condition, respectively.

A hypothesis is that the listeners with impaired hearing are not sufficiently characterized by the audiogram, as already suggested by [@bibr29-2331216518768954]. According to [@bibr29-2331216518768954], a (monaural) suprathreshold distortion component was important to accurately model the individual effect of HL on speech recognition tasks, and according to [@bibr31-2331216518768954], such a distortion component would affect the individual SRTs similarly in different conditions. This behavior could be observed in [Figure 8](#fig8-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"}, where the prediction errors in the 20T and CAN condition were plotted against each other and showed a significant and strong correlation (*R*^2 ^= .69, *p* \< .01). Any effect that was *not* explained by the model is accumulated in the prediction error, that is, deviations due do not considering a suprathreshold distortion component, missing binaural interaction, or neglected cognitive effects, as well as any measuring inaccuracies (apart from the audiograms). Errors in the measurement of the audiograms would affect the predictions in all conditions similarly, while errors in the measurement of SRTs can be assumed to be independent and hence would not lead to systematic errors. One possible explanation for the strong correlation of prediction error across conditions could be systematic biases due to errors in the measurement of the audiograms. Another possibility is that there could be another individual factor---apart from the audiogram---missing to accurately predict individual benefits in SRT with FADE. Such an uncontrolled individual distortion component could be responsible for up to 4 dB (cf. point spread in [Figure 8](#fig8-2331216518768954){ref-type="fig"}), which would translate to an average group effect of up to approximately 2 dB. This is in agreement with the average differences in SRT between the group of listeners with impaired hearing and the group of listeners with normal hearing, which were empirically found to be 1.8 dB in the 20T and 1.3 dB in the CAN condition, and predicted to be 1.7 dB and 1.2 dB, respectively.

In its current form, FADE was able to accurately predict the benefit of algorithms for the groups of listeners with normal hearing and impaired hearing. Individual (aided) performance, however, could not be predicted based on an individualization with the audiogram alone. In future work, a possible individual distortion component, for example, as suggested by [@bibr29-2331216518768954] in the form of a level uncertainty, should be considered to possibly enable accurate individual predictions of the aided performance of listeners with impaired hearing.

Another (related) explanation for the low correlation of the individual predictions could be an insufficient consideration of the (possibly even individual impaired) binaural interaction. The current approach considers better ear listening that does not include true binaural interactions across the signals presented to both ears. An individual component regarding the efficiency of the binaural processing would have the same effect as the (monaural) suprathreshold distortion component discussed before. In the end, a combination of both seems likely.

Limitations and Opportunities of the Approach {#sec19-2331216518768954}
---------------------------------------------

The FADE modeling approach has been extensively evaluated with the matrix sentence test---mainly because of its very good test--retest reliability---but still not with other speech tests. Because ASR systems are trained for each prediction on the corresponding speech material, there are no fundamental reasons why the same approach should not work with other speech material or vocabulary. In fact, it was already shown that the very same model predicts the outcome of the matrix sentence test in other languages ([@bibr34-2331216518768954]) in different noise conditions without additional assumptions. However, larger vocabularies and more complex grammatical structures will probably increase the already high computational demands; currently, about 5 min per prediction can be achieved on high-end^[3](#fn3-2331216518768954){ref-type="fn"}^ desktop PCs. It should be investigated in the future if the approach generalizes in this regard, that is, if it is able to predict the effect of the complexity of a speech test.

Also, these properties allow the interpretation of the prediction error. This might help to better understand which cues are missing in the feature vector for different kinds of tasks in comparison with full-blown complex ASR experiments where single factors cannot be isolated as easily, let alone the required resources to perform these experiments. A natural evolution of FADE could be the stepwise integration of methods/models from research on ASR, CASA, psychoacoustics, and even human physiology. Such extensions might be valid as long as the predicted SRTs for listeners with normal hearing do not increase. This appears to be a simple criterion that does not depend on empirical data and preserves the objectivity of FADE while being compatible with research on robust ASR.

If objectivity and interpretability of prediction errors are of no concern, FADE can be turned into a reference-based model by calibrating the predictions with empirical reference data. For example, if SRTs are empirically found to be 4 dB higher for a more complex speech test than for the matrix sentence test in a reference condition, the reference-free predictions for the matrix sentence test can be increased by 4 dB to predict the outcome of the more complex speech test. This approach is very similar to the calibration of reference-based models. It would allow performing reference-based predictions with FADE for data sets which otherwise could only be predicted with other reference-based models. Evaluations of predictions with FADE for other speech tests should consider testing the validity of a constant-offset assumption.

For individual predictions, the SRTs are allowed to increase depending on (dys-)functional parameters such as the audiogram or putative suprathreshold processing deficiencies. It is open for further research, which modification of the standard signal preprocessing and feature extraction best reflects the properties of listeners with hearing impairment. However, traditional auditory models are not expected to provide a sufficiently robust signal representation to achieve human performance levels with FADE in a fluctuating interferer ([@bibr36-2331216518768954]), a prerequisite for impaired predictions. This was attributed to the assumption of independent frequency bands and the resulting lack of across-frequency integration.

Conclusions {#sec20-2331216518768954}
===========

The most important findings of this work can be summarized as follows: FADE explained about 90% of the variance of the empirical speech recognition threshold (SRT) data resulting from eight different binaural preprocessing strategies in a realistic cafeteria environment for listeners with normal hearing. It predicted the corresponding benefits in SRT with an RMS error of only 0.6 dB without requiring any a priori knowledge of empirical data to perform those predictions. This result makes FADE a promising candidate for the objective evaluation of complex (speech) signal processing algorithms.A voiced speech masker (competing talker) at very low SRTs (\<−20 dB in SNR) posed a problem to the model in its current form as it probably would to any ASR system. This led to pronounced underestimation of the empirically determined recognition performance. Further improvements in robust ASR features and the combination with CASA might help to overcome this problem in modeling.Median predictions across the group of listeners with impaired hearing---where individual factors average out---explained about 75% of the variance in the empirical data. Basing individual SRT benefit predictions only on audiograms for listeners with impaired hearing explained only an unsatisfactory small fraction (\< 25%) of the variance in the empirical data. The high correlation of prediction errors between different noise conditions across listeners indicate that at least one further individual factor, such as a suprathreshold processing deficiency, should be accounted for to improve the accuracy of individual predictions with impaired hearing.The predictions with FADE showed a general trend to underestimate the empirical recognition performance. This bias indicates that the feature extraction stage and the simple binaural better ear listening strategy as well as the ASR model employed may not be optimal. This contrasts with the inherent assumption of FADE to estimate the lowest achievable SRT and shows a limitation of the current approach. However, the existence of the bias is due to two desired properties of FADE: (a) Its classification is *nonintrusive*, which prevents trivial manipulations of the bias towards lower SRTs using superhuman knowledge, and (b) its *objectivity* allows direct predictions of the outcomes and avoids the bias-removing necessity of a calibration to a reference condition.
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[^1]: *Note*. "HI" indicates that the model was designed to take individual impaired hearing into account. "HA" indicates that the model can take nonlinear signal preprocessing, for example, by hearing-aid algorithms, without modifications into account. "F" indicates that the model is designed to be used with stationary and fluctuating noise maskers. "B" indicates that the model can work on binaural signals. "I" indicates whether the models use intrusive classification and require the separated/unmixed speech or noise signals after (1) or before (2) potential nonlinear signal processing. "R" indicates that the output of the model depends on empirical data from speech recognition experiments with human listeners.

[^2]: FADE = framework for auditory discrimination experiment; PEMO = perception model; DTW = dynamic-time-warp; STI = Speech Transmission Index; SII = Speech Intelligibility Index; ESII = extended SII; CSII = coherence SII; HMM = Hidden Markov Model; mr-sEPSM = multiresolution speech-based Envelope Power Spectrum Model; mr-GPSM = multiresolution Generalized Power Spectrum Model; BSIM = Binaural Speech Intelligibility Model; STOI = Short-Time Objective Intelligibility; ESTOI = extended STOI; HASPI = Hearing-Aid Speech Perception Index; SRMR = Speech-to-reverberation Modulation Energy Ratio.

[^3]: *Note.* Individual predictions for listeners with impaired hearing in the SIT condition were not performed. The numbers in the header identify the algorithms: (1) no preprocessing (NoPre), (2) adaptive differential microphones (ADM), (3) ADM with coherence-based noise reduction (coh), (4) single-channel noise reduction (SCNR), (5) fixed binaural minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer, (6) adaptive binaural MVDR beamformer, (7) common postfilter (com PF) based on fixed MVDR, (8) com PF based on adaptive MVDR, and (9) individual postfilter (ind PF) based on adaptive MVDR.

[^4]: SRT = speech reception threshold.

[^5]: *Note*. Pearson's correlation coefficients (*R*^2^) are reported including their 95% confidence intervals according to [@bibr11-2331216518768954] along with the root-mean-square (RMS) prediction error and the bias (B) for predicted SRTs in dB.

[^6]: SRT = speech reception threshold.

[^7]: *Note*. Individual predictions for listeners with impaired hearing in the SIT condition were not performed. The numbers in the header identify the algorithms: (1) adaptive differential microphones (ADM), (2) ADM with coherence-based noise reduction (coh), (3) single-channel noise reduction (SCNR), (4) fixed binaural minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer, (5) adaptive binaural MVDR beamformer, (6) common postfilter (com PF) based on fixed MVDR, (7) com PF based on adaptive MVDR, and (8) individual postfilter (ind PF) based on adaptive MVDR. Please note that the group predictions of the benefits in SRT do not have to coincide with the corresponding differences in the group predictions of SRTs provided in [Table 2](#table2-2331216518768954){ref-type="table"}.

[^8]: SRT = speech reception threshold.

[^9]: *Note.* Pearson's correlation coefficients (*R*^2^) are reported including their 95% confidence intervals according to [@bibr11-2331216518768954] along with the root-mean-square (RMS) prediction error and the bias (B) in dB for the predicted SRTs.

[^10]: SRT = speech reception threshold; RMS = root-mean-square; iSNR = intelligibility-weighted signal-to-noise ratio; FADE = framework for auditory discrimination experiment.

[^11]: ^a^The data of the iSNR-based predictions were taken from [@bibr2-2331216518768954].
